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Dear Valued Client,
Your yard has now been treated with the Fleabusters Biobusters NON-TOXIC Outside service. You are
now on your way to a flea free yard. Biobusters Nematodes are microscopic worms created by nature
as a natural enemy to the flea. As cities grew the food supply for this type of Nematode became scarce
leaving the opportunity for fleas and other undesired insects to take over. By growing this specific type
of nematode and introducing them into flea infested areas in large numbers we can effectively eliminate
the fleas safely around your home. The nematodes will quickly multiply and eliminate the fleas around
your home. Once this occurs they again exhaust the food supply and will soon die off too. Once the
nematodes are gone the yard no longer has protection and any introduction of fleas into the yard can
create an infestation. Fleas are often introduced into yards by a cat with fleas walking on a fence line,
rodent, squirrels, pets and even people who unknowingly will walk into the yard with fleas on their
clothing. Fleas have incredible senses that allow them to detect warm blooded mammals from long
distances. They are able to jump up 3 to 7 feet at a time allowing them to cover great distances and
land on their desired meal. In California fleas can live just about everywhere and no yard is safe. A
simple walk by your neighbor’s yard could quickly lead to fleas infesting your yard or home. Once the
yard becomes infested the home usually follows quickly. Infestations inside the home can be harder to
spot and tend to go undetected giving them time to grow substantially before they are noticed. If you
home is protected by Fleabusters Inside Treatment then you have nothing to worry about. If not and
you have or had fleas in your yard watch the inside carefully. The sooner an infestation is caught the
easier it is to eliminate. If you have any additional questions feel free to ask your technician or call our
office @ 1-800-765-3532.
With the application now complete the Nematodes specifically grown for Fleabusters are busy
at work seeking out and killing the fleas in your yard. The Nematodes grown specifically for
Fleabusters are busy attacking undesired insects in the yard. This type of nematode has no
affect on trees, shrubs or gardens. They will not harm Lady Bugs, Bees, Earthworms or any of
the other beneficial insects found in our yards all working to keep our plants healthy and disease
free.
Biobusters Nematodes attack and kill all types of fleas. The nematodes effectively kill all four
stages of the flea making it the most effective method of flea elimination anywhere. They will
seek out the fleas and begin killing them immediately. Results are typically visible 2 to 7 days
following an application, depending upon the degree of the infestation. Keeping the ground
moist will help the nematodes when they burrow into the soil looking for fleas. During the
summer months a standard yard should be watered 3 to 4 times a week depending on the
weather and the thickness of your particular yard. The desired effect is to prevent the ground
from becoming completely dry which would slow the process of the nematodes. Watering
cycles can be adjusted during the winter, spring and fall depending upon rain, temperature and
type of soil. The simplest test is if you can push your finger down into grass and easily penetrate
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the soil then it is sufficiently moist. If the soil is dry and cracking then an increase in watering
would be called for.
The nematodes will typically keep the yard free of fleas for 4 to 8 weeks. To keep the yard flea
free it should be sprayed on a monthly basis. Yards sprayed on a year around monthly basis are
guaranteed to remain flea free, see your guarantee or ask your customer service representative
for details. Services can also be established for 6 week intervals, 8 week intervals or on request
depending on which option is best for your situation and budget.
Avoid using toxic chemicals in the yard for 72 hours prior to or following a Biobusters
application. Normal yard care or products for grass will have no effect and can be used without
regard when the nematodes were applied. If a toxic product must be used within the 72 hour
window contact our office using either the website contact page or by telephone (800) 7653532 to see if your specific product will cause any issues and how we can best manage your
situation.
Remember the Nematodes are NON-TOXIC and harmless to children and pets! Nematodes are
one of the only items the EPA classifies as NON-TOXIC so there is never a danger to your
children or your pets. Whether your pet is healthy or very ill, young or old these nematodes
present absolutely no risk to any member of your family, only the fleas bothering them.
Thank you for your confidence in Fleabusters. By following the simple instructions above your
yard will soon be flea free. By having the outside service done each month you will never have
fleas in your yard again!
Fleabusters also offers one of the safest, most effective inside services. Fleabusters has been safely
treating the inside of homes for over 40 years. The inside service is a 1 YEAR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
The most effective method to eliminate fleas is to have Fleabusters treat the inside of your home as a
preventive measure. This will guarantee you will never get fleas inside and keep your family safe and
comfortable. Remember, Fleas are not just irritating to our pets, but can also carry diseases causing
serious illnesses such as Typhus in people. Fleas can cause large vet bills due to flea dermatitis, flea
anemia and many other illnesses faced by pet owners each year. When it comes to fleas, an ounce of
prevention really is worth a pound of cure! Of course the right cure becomes critical here. With the
topical products (Frontline, Advantage, Generics, Etc.) showing ever higher failure rates causing pet
owners to increase dosages and risks, fleas developing immunities to the ever increasing use of
pesticides, only one company remains as effective today as it did 40 years ago, Fleabusters! The
Fleabusters process dehydrates the fleas. Just as it is impossible for us to become immune to the effects
of dehydration, the same can be said about fleas. Don’t wait until after you have spent
hundreds…maybe even thousands of dollars on products and services that don’t work trying to get rid of
your fleas. Contact Fleabusters today. The Information is free! The Quote is Free! Even the phone call
is Free! The biggest difference, we guarantee results or your money back!
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